Saving Costs & Improving Information Management With
ClubPay For a More Efficient Payroll & HR Process

The Company
Jonas Software is the leading
provider of enterprise
management software solutions
to the Club, Foodservice,
Construction, Leisure Fitness
& Sports, Attractions, Metal
Service Centers, and Moving &
Storage industries. Within these
seven vertical markets, Jonas
boasts 16 distinct brands, all of
which are respected and longstanding leaders within their
own domain.
Jonas’ vision is to be the
branded global leader across the
aforementioned seven vertical
markets and to be recognized
by customers and respective
industry stakeholders as the
trusted provider of Software For
Life and as an ambassador for
technology, product innovation,
quality, and customer service.
www.jonassoftware.com

Case Study

The Challenge

The Solution

With growth came intermittent company and
employee changes, as well as, additional
tracking and reporting requirements. Jonas
Software recognized that it was time to find
a HR Payroll system that would be able
to withstand and adapt to the company’s
needs, and to provide flexibility to customize
modules to their specific requirements.

ClubPay has helped Jonas Software organize
and execute human resources functions
efficiently, allowing them the latitude to
create a new HRIS system due to seamless
flow of information between Payroll and
HR. ClubPay’s ability to deliver first class
solutions for an ever changing environment,
as well as, their service and product, were
only a few of the reasons Jonas Software
considered before choosing ClubPay as their
payroll provider.

Jonas Software is a rapidly growing large
company. As a result of new acquisitions and
partnerships, Jonas Software has gained a
team of employees and companies spanning
world-wide. Now, more than ever, Human
Resource & Payroll solutions play a critical
part within the company’s infrastructure. As
the company grew, maintaining Payroll and
Human Resources became less efficient with
their current payroll provider.

The Success

ClubPay offered Jonas Software an
affordable easy-to-use full-service HR
Payroll solution that includes web-based
applications, benefits administration, and
payroll processing tools. ClubPay has over
185 standard reports and the ability to export
reports using ClubPay’s built-in report writer,
which has afforded Jonas Software the
flexibility, control and reliability to maximize
their employee management.

Having an easy-to-use and integrated HR Payroll system has simplified much of the HR,
Benefits, and Payroll process for Jonas Software. These services provide Jonas Software
with the flexibility and control needed over this part of their business. The ClubPay & Jonas
Software relationship is built on a complete understanding of Jonas Software’s needs. It is
ClubPay’s commitment to provide Jonas Software with the most cost-effective and efficient
solutions available in the market today.

More about ClubPay’s Service

“We selected ClubPay because of

their intuitive, robust, and easy-touse system...”

ClubPay offers easy-to-use software solutions, and provides the training and support
necessary to maximize all that this technology can offer. To find out how ClubPay can help
streamline your operations and enhance your bottom line, contact us at 877-729-4258 or
visit our website at www.clubpayroll.com.
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